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The principal object of the invention is to 
provide a novel holder for a coil of wire 
which will uncoil the wire as fast as needed, 
will not allow the wire to kink, knot or'tangle 

5 while being uncoiled, and will direct the end 
of the wire into a position wherein it may be 
conveniently grasped. 
Another important object of the invention 

is to provide a wire holder of the type de~ 
10 scribed which is inexpensive to manufacture 
and may be easily moved from one place to 
another. 
Other objects and advantages of the'in 

vention will be evident upon a full under 
.15 standingof the construction, arrangement 

and operation of a wire holder embodying 
the invention. ` 
One form of the invention is presented 

herein for the purpose of exemplification, 
20 but it will of course be appreciated that the 

invention is susceptible of embodiment in 
other structurally modified forms coming 
equally within the scope of the claims. 
In the accompanying drawings: . 
Fig. 1 is a side view of a wire holder con 

structed in accordance with the invention; 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same; and 
Fig. 3 is a vertical section, taken on the 

line 3_3 of Fig. 1. 
yThe wire holder of the invention is char 

acterized by a stationary frame and a mov 
Y‘ able rider. .The Jframe supports the coil of 
' wire in a horizontal position, and the rider 

directs one end ot the wire upwardly from 
the center of the frame into a position 
wherein it. may be conveniently grasped. 
When the upwardly directed end of the wire 
is pulled, the rider revolves on the trame and 
uncoils the wire. 
The frame includes a horizontally dis 

posed ring-shaped member 10 which is made 
up of aV central spider 11, a plurality ot 
Aradiating spokes 12, a. rim 13 and a plurality 
ot Íeet 1-1 on the bottoms of the spokes near 
the A post 15 is secured to and projects 
upwardly from the spider 11, and a number 
or coil-positioning brackets 16 are secured 
to and project upwardly from the spokes 12. 
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y on the member 1G and _1s centered thereon by 

>the same. 

The coil of wire 1'? to be unwound is placed. 

Serial No. 312,181. 

the brackets 16, which brackets are adjust- 
able toward and away from the post 15,'to 
accommodate coils of diñerent sizes. The 
frame also includes a horizontally disposed 
ring-shaped member 18 which is ot smaller 
diameter than the member 10 and is arranged 
in concentric vertically spaced relation to 

The member 18 is made up of a 
cent-ral spider 19 which is secured to the post 
15, a plurality of radiating spokes 20 and a 
rim 21. 
»The rider consists of a hub 22,'which is 

journaled on the upper end of the post 15 
above the member 18, an upwardly flared 
bell~shaped`wire guide 23 which is supported 
above the hub 22 on side rods 24 in axial - 
alignment with the post V15, and a horizon 
tally disposed ring-shaped wire guide 25 
which is supported from the hub 22 outward~ 
ly of the member 18 on radially extending 
and downwardly curved side rods 26. 
One end of the wire 27 from the coil 17 is 

threaded upwardly through the ring-shaped 
guide 25 and then upwardly through the bell~ 
shaped guide 23, which latter guide serves to 
direct the end of the wire upwardly into a 
position wherein it may be conveniently 
grasped. When the upwardly directed end 
of the wire is pulled to remove some of the 
wire from the coil, the hub 22 of the rider 
will automatically rotate on the post 15 of 
the trame and the ring~shaped guide 25 of 
the rider will travel about the periphery of 
the frame and uncoil the wire as fast as it is 
pulled through the bell-shaped guide 23 of 
the rider. » 
The relative arrangement and mounting 

of the`wire guides 23 and 25 prevents the 
wire from lzinking, knotting or tangling 
while being uncoiled. When the coil oit 
wire 17 has been used up, a new coil may be 
positioned in the frame by merely lifting the 
hub 220i the. rider ~up on” of the post 15 of the 
frame, loosening the set screw or other means 
used to secure the upper member 18 of the 
trarne to the post, and lifting such member 
up oí or" the post. 
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The upper frame memberf18 serves to pre 
vent any of the loops in the coil írom working ~ 

\ 1v ° W 

upwardly on the brackets 1S beyond salu 
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member, while the feet 14 on the bottom of 
the frame member 10 serves to prevent any 
of the loo s in the coil from workin under 
that mem r. In order to move t e ̀ wire 
holder from one place to another, it is merely 
,necessary to tilt it up onto the large rim 13 
and roll it along on that rim. 
~ We claim: Y 

1. In a wire holder, a stationary frame for 
supporting a coil of wire in a horizontal po 
sition, and a guide which is revolvable about 
the center of the frame and is provided with 
upwardly directed  openings adjacent both 
the center and the periphery of the frame 
through which the wire passes in being un 
coiled, said peripheral opening being a sub 
stantial distance below the level of said cen 
ter yopening whereby to permit the wire to 
curve gradually from the coil first through 
the peripheral opening and\then through the 
center opening. „ `~ 

‘ 2. In a wire holder, means for supporting 
and confining a coil o_f wire, and means for 
automatically uncoiling the-wire when one 
end of the wire is pulled, said last mentioned 
means consisting of a rider journaled on the 
upper portion of said supporting means and 
extending laterally to a_ point adjacent the 
periphery of the same, an upwardly directed 
wire guide on the rider above the upper por 
tion of said supporting means, and another 
upwardlv directed wire guide on the rider a4 
substantial distance beneath and to one side 
of the first mentioned guide adjacent the pe 
riphery of said supporting means. 

3. In a wire holder, a stationary frame for 
supporting a coil of wire in a horizontal po 
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independently of said second ring-shaped 
frame member. 

5. In a wire holder, a horizontally disposed 
ring-shaped frame member, a post secured to 
and extending upwardly from the center of 
said frame member, another horizontally dis 
posed ring-shaped frame member of smaller 
diameter secured at its center to said post in 
vertically spaced relation to the first men 
tioned frame member, means for centering a 
coil of wire positioned between said frame 
members, and a rider journaled on the upper 
end of the post above the upper frame mem 
ber and extending laterally to a point beyond 
the periphery of the same, said rider having 
an upwardly flared bell-shaped wire guide 
above the upper end of the post in axial align 
ment therewith and a rin -shaped wire guide 
outwardly of ' the perip ery of the upper 
frame member in substantially the plane of 

~ the latter. 
In testimony whereof we have hereunto 

subscribed our names. ` _ 

>THOMAS J. KING, JR. 
IVAN H. SPOOR. 

sition, and means for automatically uncoil- l 
ing the wire when one end of the wire is 
pulled, said last mentioned means consisting 

, of al rider rotatably mounted on the frame at 
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the center of the same and extending later- 
ally to a-point adjacent the periphery of the 
frame, an upwardly ílared bell-shaped wire 
guide on the rider above the center of the 
frame, and another horizontally disposed 
ring-shaped wire'guide on the rider adjacent 
the periphery of the frame a substantial dis 
tance below the level of the lower end of the 
center guide» 

4. In a wire holder, a stationary frame for 
supporting a coil of wire, and means for au 
tomatically uncoiling the wire when one end 
of the wire is pulled, said frame consisting of 
a horizontally disposed ring-shaped frame 
member, a post secured to and extending up 
wardly from the center of said frame mem- ,f 
ber, another horizontally disposed ring 
shaped frame member of smaller diameter 
detachably secured at its center to said post 
in vertically spaced relation to the first men 
tioned frame member, and radially adjust 
able brackets carried by the lower frame mem 
ber for centering a coil of wire positioned` 
therebetween, said brackets being adjustable 
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